
Local governments are setting 

the bar high for climate action

FLORENCE, towards zero emission city



<…più la città è bella e più la gente è bella come se l’aria vi fosse 

più buona>

Elio Vittorini, Le città del mondo

We wanted to make citizens lives easier and the 

place where they live safer and greener becouse 

<…the more the city is beautiful, the more 

beautiful the people are as if the air were better 

there> 



FLORENCE SMART CITY PLAN
the roadmap at 2050

#planningforabetterlife

#actingforabetterfuture



SUSTAINABILITY in 

Florence is a never ending 

story

•1998 Aalborg Chart

•2005 Aalborg 

commitments

•2010 Covenant of 

Mayors

• Sustainable Energy Action Plan (2011)

• Mayor’s Adapt (2015)

• Compact of Mayors (2015)

• SCP Smart City Plan of Florence (2015)

• Covenant of Mayors for Climate and Energy (2017)

• Global Covenant of Mayors for Climate and Energy



28 actions

- 21,5% CO2 

at 2020

baseline 2005

The analysis of the sectors 

(buildings / mobility / 

tertiary / industry) showed 

us that  mobility and 

energy efficiency are the 

areas to focus on in order 

to get significant results in 

the city but only an 

integrated action allows to 

achieve the objectives that 

the city has set itself: a city 

on a human scale, 

sustainable, green, 

efficient, electric, inclusive, 

resilient, innovative in a 

word smart

SEAP



the roadmap at 2050
2020 target: SEAP 
-21%CO2 emission
already achieved -35%

2020



SECAP

CoME EASY’s overall objective is to promote, facilitate and 

extend the engagement of local public authorities in setting up 

and implementing sustainable and effective energy efficiency 

and climate action plans according to EU targets by applying a 

combination of synergistic supportive tools and initiatives and 

accompanying more and more tuned municipalities in their 

2030 performance.

The CoME EASY project will provide municipalities with 

supporting tools for developing, monitoring and achieving their 

goals on energy and climate policy.

developing SECAPs 

(including Emissions Inventories,

KPIs dashboard, best practices library)



2030

set of actions

integrating SEAP

- 40% greenhouse 

gas-reduction

baseline 2005

urban planning

transport

building





#FIRENZECAMBIALUCE 











300 appartamenti 
20.000 m2 
700 Persone
- 30% riduzione della domanda

RETROFITTING

TELERISCALDAMENTO - 50% Consumi Energia
- 500 t/CO2 anno in area

RETI INTELLIGENTI:

NO BLACK OUT E 

CONTROLLI INTELLIGENTI 

cabine primarie
cabine secondarie
92.000 abitanti
42.000 utenti

- 3.100 t/CO2 annoSMART INFO SYSTEM
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solar panels

storage



green infrastructure



Thank 

you 

for 

your 

attention

alessandra.barbieri@comune.fi.it


